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A scalar is a single value, a vector is a one-dimensional list of values (column
or row), a matrix is a multi-dimensional array of values (square, cubic, and
beyond). A cell array is like a matrix except that it can store various data
types (including non-numerical data) in the same variable.

Introduction

help sin prints the text documentation for the sin() function.

doc sin searches the GUI help system for the text string �sin�.

Square brackets create vectors and matrices. r = [ 1 2 3 ];

Semicolon within a matrix de�nition ends a row and starts a new one. M = [

1 2 3; 4 5 6 ];.

Round brackets (()) are used to index a matrix. M(3) refers to the third element
of M.

Curly brackets ({}) are used to create and to index a cell array. C = { 'hello'

99 }, and C{2}.

Semicolon (;) at the end of a command suppresses its output.

Indices are given in this order: M( row, column, `page', `book', etc. );

clear clears memory by destroying all variables.
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ans stores the result of the last command.

Variable names can be up to 32 characters long, are case sensitive. They
can contain letters, digits and the underscore but cannot start with digits or
symbols.

Rows and columns can be swapped (transposed) using the apostrophe operator.
r = c';

format compact and format short simplify MATLAB's output. format long

does the opposite.

x�2 returns x to the power of 2.

x�(1/3) returns the cube root of x.

min:max generates a series of numbers from min to max inclusive, in steps of 1.

min:int:max generates a series of numbers from min up to, but not necessarily
including, max, in steps of int.

The colon in an index is a wildcard meaning all. M(:,3) means column 3 of all
rows.

Functions

magic(), zeros(), ones() generate matrices with various properties.

eye() generates an identity matrix. This is a matrix of zeros where the main
diagonal (top left to bottom right) contains ones.

var() returns the variance of a vector, and corrcoef() returns the correlation
between two vectors.

rand() generates uniformly distributed random numbers between 0 and 1. min
+ rand * (max - min) generates random numbers between min and max.

randn() generates normally distributed random numbers with a mean of zero
and a standard deviation of 1. mean + rand * sd generates random numbers
with a mean of mean and a standard deviation of sd.

sum(), mean(), and std() determine the sum, mean and standard deviation of
the given parameter. median() and mode() are also available.
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size() returns the size of a matrix.

sqrt() returns the square root of the parameter.

abs() removes the sign of the given number, and returns the magnitude of a
complex number.

sum() returns the sum of the values in a vector, or the sum of the elements of
the columns in a matrix.

max() and min() return the highest and lowest values respectively of a vector,
or columns of a matrix.

Indexing

M(:,4) returns the fourth column of M.

M( M < 50 ) lists all the elements of M that are smaller than 50.

M(end,:) returns the last row of M.

M(:) returns the contents of matrix M as a single column vector.

x == y is a test meaning �is x the same as y�.

x = y is a command meaning �copy the value of y into x�.

(x < 50) & (y > 100) is an expression meaning �x is smaller than 50 AND y is
larger than 100.

(a < 0) | (y > 0) is an expression meaning �x is negative OR y is positive.

x ∼= 0 means �x is NOT equal to 0�.

find() returns the (linear) indices of elements that match some condition.

any(v) returns whether or not any element of v is not zero. all(v) indicates if
all elements of v are non-zero.

scatter(x,y) draws a scattergram of x against y.
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Matrix Arithmetic

Matrices are multiplied by multiplying each element in the rows of the �rst
matrix by each element in the columns from the second matrix. The result
goes where the row and column intersect.

For A * B, the number of rows of the �rst matrix (A) must equal the number of
columns in the second matrix (B).

Operations on a matrix can be done element by element by using the dot. To
multiply two matrices, element by element, use A .* B.

Importing Data

Data �les from other applications can be imported using the File → Import

Data . . . tool.

fopen() and textscan() are used to open and read data from a text �le. %f

stands for ��oat�, %s stands for �text string�, and \t stands for a tab character.
fclose() closes the �le after use.

datenum() converts various time formats into MATLAB's internal time values.

Sampling and Analysis

cos( 0 : 2*pi/100 : 2*pi*30 ); generates 30 cycles of a cosine wave, with
100 samples per cycle.

wavread() and wavplay() read and play Windows WAV audio �les.

plot(X); plots the values in a vector X against each value's index. The plot
tool has a curve �tting feature.

axis( [xmin xmax ymin ymax] ); adjusts the axes of the current plot. Note the
parameters are given as a row vector.

imread() and image() load and display images.

zeros( y, x, 3, `unint8' ); generates a matrix suitable for storing an RGB
image.

fft() generates a vector containing the frequency distribution of an input vec-
tor.
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